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Sorry i'm late with this week's report but Pole Position is back on her back again (after all these years)
and I have been looking after her in hospital but she's on the mend, just!

After ten rounds of why are we waiting, Murkury turned up with no sign of JC!, So in the middle of
nowhere, 5KM north of Thalang we got sent on our way by only one of the two Hares. It was a super
walk for me but I can't say that of the circle! I was late getting my spot for scribing due to the walk
taking 1 hour 15 mins AND sorting out my first mince pies of the season from Singha. Sorry mince
pies MUST come first! 

The GM called in BOTH Hares as JC had managed to get back in time for his free drinks as Hare!

VIRGINS in... Twelve, including the 10 from Hong Kong South Side Hash. Now this is where it went
tits up for me. In my quest to help one of the HK Hashers, he, (the one from East India, (Pakistan!)
knocked my TEA all over my note book and soaked it prior to his soaking at the hands of Fungus!...Not
a good start. Then the heavens opened. My note book being already wet, went to tea coloured jelly and
my pen just went through the pages as I attempted to write. On top of that when the GM from HK came
in the circle, I could not hear a word, the rain was that hard by now!

So that's my excuse for the short  report...I
pissed off home to dry out my note book!
I have no idea just how long our GM carried
on with the circle but I know there was no
time for a vote...so for me...great Run/walk
but shit circle!

See you all next week,
On On Not Cleaver
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